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, This bullet:in is, in its temporary form, for a group of cOµlrades sharing similar positions 
~n close contact with one another, a me ans of exchanging news on struggles, discussionn 
and criticisms and of publications based èssentially on the New Movement, Le. on a LL the 
struggles of all kinds carried out by those directly concerned for their own emancipation. 
It is, therefore, important that each recipient make his own contribution to this end, in 
exchange for what he expects from others. He will, of course, de termine the nature, the 
importance and the regularity of such contributions himself. 

Subscription: payment of 15 french francs (or equivalent) for a period determined by the 
costs of each bulletin. 
Correspondents & payments to: Echanges, pla A.v.Ammelrooy, Eikbosserweg 87, 1213 RT Hilversum 
Holland (in the next issue we shall explain what has been changed in the organisation of 
Echanges) 

CHRONOLOGY OF CLASS STRUGGLES IN THE U.S.S.R. 

In a aountry where the produation is basea on wage Zabour, workers' resistenae is an oràinary 
phenomenon. In Russia this wasn't a searet in the twenties. But sinee the beginning of the 
thirties, siZenae reigns on this suhjeat. Does this mean that the resistenae disappeared? 
On the aontrary. But information about this is rare. The foZZowing ahronoZogy is a Zist of 
events, put together by Gennan aamrades. Their address is: SUBREALITER, a/e Edition NautiZus, 
Hassestrasse 22, 2050 Hamburg, BRD. Everybody is invited to write what aan be known about 
these events with a view to a more detaiZed studY on this sLwjeat • 

.... 48: mutinies of imprisoned soldiers in the camp of Vorkouta. They seize the arms and take 
~ the power in the camp. In other camps similar attempts take place. 
1951: Strike of forced labour camp workers in Ekibastus near Kazakstan. 
1952: Uprising of prisoners in the camps of Noulsk (North Siberia), Pestschaniy, Wotchrusewo, 
Oter:)..ag and Gorlag in South Siberia and in Kazakstan in the North Ural. 
1~8~1953: Revolt of coal miners in the camp of Vorkouta, 64 killed. 
16-5-1954: Camp guards of the camp Kingir near Doscheskasgan in the province of Kazakstan 
'kill 31 prisoners who try to escape. After that 11.000 prisoners go on strike. They de fend 
themselves with knives and axas. The revolt is suppressed with tanks. There are 700 deads 
of whom about 500 women. 
beginning of 1959: strike at the factories Thâlmann in Voronej. 
1960: young workers, members of the Komsomol, who work in a leather foundry in Temistan near 
Karaganda in the province of Kazakstan protest against their bad working conditions and the 
bad supply of goods. They also protest against the fact, that Bulgarian auxiliaries enjoy 
privileges. They destroy the installations and occupy the city. They attack the barracks 
but encounter no resistence at aIl from the soldiers who hand over their weapons. The uprising 

suppressed by the special troops of the KGB. 
'.ril 1961: the dockers of Odessa refuse to load butter on ships \-lith destination Cuba, be- ._, 

cause there is no butter for sale in their own town. 
summer 1961: The inhabitants of Kemerowo in South Siberia demonstrate against the high priees 
for food products. 
june 1962: general strikeatKrasnodar (oil industry) in the North Caucasus. A youngster is 
killed by the militia. t·~ 
1-6-1962: the government raises the price of meat and dairy products. At the sam~a revision 
of tarifs is carried through that leads to salary cuts. In the factory Boudienny in Novot 
cherkask near Rostov, there is a general strike. The workers force a train to stop and they 
discuss their case with the passengers. The militia intervenes but is put to route People write 
graffitis on the trains, saying "Death to Crutschev". Troops with tanks occupy parts of the 
factory grounds while 5,000 workers continue their occupation of the factory during the night. 
On June 2, the workers demonstrate in the city, completely covered with light metal plates. 
The office of the local 'Soviet is·protected by non-russian troops of the KGB. Theybegin to 
shoot in the crowd without any warning. The local soldiers refuse to shoot and will be shot 
or send to the camps. Members of their families are exiled. In the city, the people try to 
liberate those that have been jailed: they launch an attack against the barracks of the 
militia to get arrose The city is occupied by tanks. On June 3, the administration makes 
known, that the whole population of the city will be deported if people don't start ta work 
again. The town is under martial law for two weeks. During fights two people are killed. 
1963: strikes in Riazan, Omsk in the Ural and in Leningrad. 
Oë'tOber 1965: strike in a chemical complex in Leningrad and in a factory for ball bearings, 
named GPS l,in Moscow against the reduction of productivity bonusses. The new tarifs are 
cancelled. 
May 1964: strike of 300 taxi drivers in Leningrad against working conditions that become 
worse and worse. They block up an important crossroads in the town. 
Mid-1967: strike in the factory for ball bearings GPS 2 in Moscow against a reduction of 
salary, which will also be cancelled. . 
1967: strike in the Donetskbasin. In november a strike in a tractor factory in Karkov. 



NEW BROCHURE FROM ECHANGES: Faae aux ouvriers poZonais, by Henri Simon (in Frenah) 

This broahure on PoZand (aovering the period from JuZy 1980 tiZZ JuZy 1981) is net inaluded 
in the subsaription priae of Eahanges. It wiZl be sent to you after payment of 4 Frenah 
franas (or equivaZent). Studying the struggZe of the poZish workers, the text tries to 
anaZyze the aZass movement in the eastern branah of aapitaZism and the answers the aapi 
taZists put forward to prevent the deveZopment of aZass struggle. Like other broahures, 
this text: is a aontribution to the disaussion about aapùtal/iem in the East, a dis- 
aussion in whiah everybody is invited to take part. Other texts wiZl be pubZished, first 
of alZ a broahure reporting on the disaussions during the Eahanges-meeting in Osnabrüak 
this year. 
The Zist of received publ.icatrione wiZZ be publ.iehed next: time. 
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~ .. :~".'./ ON THE EASTERN BRANCH OF CAPITALISM, 

by Theo Sander (letter from 17.3.1981) 

fy their labour 
othe practice of raising salaries everywhere as 
these increases are not the result of local 
struggles 
o a lesser capability of the capital to dominate 
the work force because of the absence of autono 
mous capit~ls and of an organisation that permit 
to negociate directly about productivity in 
creases and rises in salary 
o and, as a consequence a compensation for this 
in the form of a social pressure of precapita- 

- " .... 'l'he problem of the disappearance of 
the State fascinates me more and more. In 
fact, it is the question about what really 
is the difference between the western and 
eastern branch of capitalism. If one looks 
at the answers given by Lutte de'Classe 
(.:Tanuary and February 176, January and Fe 
bruary 177) this would be 
o one single social capital 
o a State (lia direct product of the social 
capital") which fixes production goals for 
the companies that have to be fullfilled 

. 0 a central planning which guarantees the 
immediate organisation of the production 
and the functioning of tlle total economy 
o plans which apply the law of value 
o the absence of a market ("the means of 
production are part of a direct allocation 
as it would be in one single companyll) 
o the absence of objective constraints for 
aIl companies to conform to the level of 

... the most efficient industries 
,., 0 a different function of priees and pro- 

fit rates 
o the dilution of the capitalist responsa- 
bility by the fact that the capitalists 
are bureaucrats who are not personally par 
of a capitalist faction which would engage 
them as capitalists (Ilin the absence of 
autonomous capitals, the problem of realis 
ing tlle production on a market does not 
exist, the competition does not intervene 
and the vàrious factions of the social ca 
pital are not pu shed sufficiently in the 
direction of rationalisationll) 
o the absence of periodical crises, ofsud 
den falls in the production and of accumu 
lation freezes 
othe impossibility of introducing a pro 
duction system comparable to the one that 
is today characteristic for advanced capi- 
talism 
o lacking possibilities to begin with a 
real domination which would be able solely 
to intensif y the labour sufficiently 
o the absence of an immediate relation 
between enlarged production and revenues 
o the non-existence inside companies of an 
autonamous tendency of confronting the 
workers because of deformations that would 
occur due to the law of value 
o a tight control of salaries by the plan- 
ners 
o the power to go against any tendency of 
decreasing profits by administrative means 
o the continuous development of capital 
which as a consequence weakens the controll 
ing instances which the eastern branch of 
capitalism has to have the workers intensi 

list character 
o the incapacity to impose even the freedom 
to se 11 one's labour. 

l cannot but agree with only one point of all 
this: the existence of a social capital. F'or 
me the rest is science fiction. l studie capi 
talism in the German Federal Republic and so 
l am very well in the position to defend this 
view. To say it briefly: the GFR and all the 
other countries of the eastern branch of c~pi 
talism are subjected to the same laws of deve 
lopment as the western branch. There is a 
difference, in the structure of the system, 
not in the way it functions, and this is the 
absence of the State. 
Waht does this mean? WeIl 
o that the particular functions of the State 
(in the field of education, health, social 
elfare etc. and as a political system with 

separated functions of the legislature, judi 
cature and executive, as well as in the field 
f spreading the dominant ideology by radio 
d television) are transformed and become 

ire~t functions of capital; 
o that political parties and unions loose 
their traditional mediating function and 
ecome direct instruments of capitalist 
olicy ; 
that the expenses for investments and 

alaties in the sectors of education, health, 
judiciary etc. become advances of capital 
hich make an adequate valorization neceaaazy r 
that the budget becomes a central fund 

o longer filled by individual taxes but by 
°mpositions on the profits of factions of 

e social capital 
that workers' struggles in the health, 

ducation and other institutes becomelstruggles 
gainst the capitalist class (direct 
that the ideology of the State, i.e. of 

ocial harmony, the well-being of the people, 
eneral consensus etc. is dissolved completely. 

any approaches are possible to explain 
uch a point of view. 
irst approach: the origins of the state are 
e same ones as of private property. primi 

ive societies hàdn't astate because they 
only knew collective property. That is why 

could figure that the State in the GFR 
'." 

'. 
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df.aappcar-ed as private property was abolished. 
S~'cond ~pproach: if one speaks about nationalisation, the same language is used as is 
spoken by politicians in the western or capitalists in the eastern branch of capitalism. 
It shows that they see this process as a way in which capital takes over functiolls of 

_ the state. Of course these politicians and capitalists will suggest that the reverse 
is tlle case. Even if one talks about state capitalism, the same thing is true. The rea 
lit Y is different: these politicians (mostly social-democrat) and capitalists are forccd 
to help come true a historical tendency of which they.don't know the mechanisms. 
If one wants a proaf for this, one has only to look at the differences between what 
had been planned and what has been really achieved in production, salaries etc. 
Third approach: the State in its pure form can be characterised as an ideal collective 
capitalism. Why? Because it is not really capitalist, but it behaves in a way to gua):an 
tee the further existence and stability of the capitalist system on a national level. 
After the "nationalisation" of individual capitals the State becomes a real capit<,_liste 
among other capitals and as a real capitalist it also behaves like a real one. 
It has become then the real collective capitalist whose highest interest does not 
exist in mediation but in confrontation. In such a situation, it is unthinkable to 

'maintain the division of work between individual capitals and the State, between capi 
talists and politicians. Nobody can be politician and nothing else. 
Fourth approach: What happens to the budget in the process of "nationalisation"? 
In the initial phase of nationalisation the contribution of profits in financing tlle 
budget is very low. But as the Il nationalisation Il progresses, one can observe that th'=! 
budget looses its instrumental function of repartition of revenues and it begins to 
assume more and more the function of centralisation and control of the profits of aIl 
factions of the social capital. To say the truth, the taxes on salaries still exist 
in the GFR like in all other countries of the eastern branch) (there are also indirec'_ 
taxes), but in the GFR like in the USSR the taxes on salaries represent no more than~ 
7% of the total budget - which isn't a budget any longer, but a way to post the net 
profits of the social capital, of the collective capitai •••• " 

(on this spot could have been interesting news from YOU!) 

(sorry.this time for the not so eloquent english. our expert 
was not available. ·.next time it will be better) 

' .. 


